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Abstract. This paper extends DeNicola and Hennessy's testing theory
from labeled transition system to B�uchi processes and establishes a tight
connection between the resulting B�uchi must{preorder and satisfaction of
linear{time temporal logic (LTL) formulas. An example dealing with the
design of a communications protocol testi�es to the utility of the theory
for heterogeneous system design, in which some components are speci�ed
as labeled transition systems and others are given as LTL formulas.

1 Introduction

Approaches to formally verifying reactive systems typically follow one of two
paradigms. The �rst paradigm is founded on notions of re�nement and is em-
ployed in process algebra [2]. In such approaches one formulates speci�cations
and implementations in the same notation and then proves that the latter re�ne
the former. The underling semantics is usually given operationally, and re�ne-
ment relations are formalized as preorders. Testing/failure preorders [4, 8] have
attracted particular attention because of their intuitive formulations in terms of
responses a system exhibits to tests. Their strength is their support for compo-
sitional reasoning, i.e., one may re�ne part of a system design independently of
others, and their full abstractness with respect to trace inclusion [18].

The other paradigm relies on the use of temporal logics [22] to formulate
speci�cations, with implementations being given in an operational notation. One
then veri�es a system by establishing that it is a model of its speci�cation; model
checkers [5] automate this task for �nite{state systems. Temporal logics support
the de�nition of properties that constrain single aspects of expected system
behavior and, thus, allow a \property{at{a{time" approach. Such logics also
have connections with automata over in�nite words. For example, linear{time
temporal logic (LTL) speci�cations may be translated into B�uchi automata [27]
which allow semantic constraints on in�nite behavior to be expressed.
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The objective of this paper is to develop a semantic framework that seam-
lessly uni�es testing{based re�nement and LTL, thereby enabling the devel-
opment of design formalisms that provide support for both styles of veri�ca-
tion. Using B�uchi automata and the testing framework of DeNicola and Hen-
nessy [8] as starting points, we approach this task by developing B�uchi may{
andmust{preorders that relate B�uchi processes on the basis of their responses to
B�uchi tests. Alternative characterizations are provided and employed for proving
conservative{extension results regarding DeNicola and Hennessy's testing the-
ory. We then apply this framework to de�ning a semantics for heterogeneous
design notations, where systems are speci�ed using a mixture of labeled transi-
tion systems and LTL formulas. This is done in two steps: �rst, we show that
our B�uchi must{preorder is compositional for parallel composition and scoping
operators that are inspired by CCS [19]. Second, we establish that the B�uchi
must{preorder reduces to a variant of reverse trace inclusion when its �rst argu-
ment is purely nondeterministic. Consequently, the B�uchi must{preorder permits
a uniform treatment of traditional notions of process re�nement and LTL satis-
faction. The utility of our new theory is illustrated by means of a small example
featuring the heterogeneous design of a generic communications protocol.

2 B�uchi Testing

We extend the testing theory of DeNicola and Hennessy [8], which was developed
for labeled transition systems in a process{algebraic setting, to B�uchi automata.
Traditional testing relates labeled transition systems via two preorders, the may{
and must{preorders, which distinguish systems on the basis of the tests they
might be able to, or are necessarily able to, pass. B�uchi automata generalize
labeled transition systems by means of an acceptance condition for in�nite traces.
However, the classical B�uchi semantics, which identi�es automata having the
same in�nite languages, is in general not compositional with respect to parallel
composition operators, since it is insensitive to the potential for deadlock. Our
testing semantics is intended to overcome this problem. In the sequel, we refer
to B�uchi automata as B�uchi processes to emphasize that we are equipping B�uchi
automata with a di�erent semantics than the traditional one.

Basic De�nitions. Our semantic framework is de�ned relative to some alpha-
bet A, i.e., a countable set of actions which does not include the distinguished
unobservable, internal action � . In the remainder, we let a; b; : : : range over A
and �; �; : : : over A[ f�g. B�uchi processes are distinguished from labeled tran-
sition systems in their treatment of in�nite traces. Whereas in labeled transition
systems all in�nite traces are typically deemed possible, in B�uchi processes only
those in�nite traces that go through designated B�uchi states in�nitely often are
considered actual executions.

De�nition 1 (B�uchi process). A B�uchi process is a tuple hP;�!;
p
; pi, where

P is a countable set of states, �!� P�(A[f�g)�P is the transition relation,p � S is the B�uchi set, and p 2 P is the start state. If
p

= P we refer to the
B�uchi process as a labeled transition system.



For convenience, we often write (i) p0
��! p00 instead of hp0; �; p00i 2�!, (ii) p0

��!
for 9p00 2 P: p0

��! p00, (iii) p0 �! for 9� 2 A [ f�g; p00 2 P: p0
��! p00, and

(iv) p0
p

for p0 2 p
. If no confusion arises, we abbreviate the B�uchi process

hP;�!;
p
; pi by its start state p and refer to its transition relation and B�uchi set

as �!p and
p

p, respectively. Moreover, we denote the set of all B�uchi processes
by P. Note that we do not require B�uchi processes to be �nite{state.

De�nition 2 (Path & trace). Let hP;�!;
p
; pi be a B�uchi process. A path �

starting from state p0 2 P is a potentially in�nite sequence (hpi�1; �i; pii)0<i�k,

where k 2 N[f1g, such that k = 0, or p0 = p0 and pi�1

�i�! pi, for all 0 < i � k.
We use j�j to refer to k, the length of �. If j�j = 1, we say that � is in�nite;
otherwise, � is �nite. If j�j 2 N and pj�j 6�!, i.e., pj�j is a deadlock state,
path � is called maximal. Path � is referred to as a B�uchi path if j�j =1 and
jfi 2 N j pipgj =1. The (visible) trace trace(�) of � is de�ned as the sequence
(�i)i2I� 2 A� [A1, where I� =df f0 < i � j�j j�i 6= �g.
We denote the sets of all �nite paths, all maximal paths, and all B�uchi paths
starting from state p0 2 P by ��n(p0), �max(p0), and �B(p0), respectively. The
empty path � with j�j = 0 is symbolized by () and its trace by �. We sometimes
write � for the empty or single-element sequence trace (�) and use the notation

p0
w
=)p p00 to indicate that state p0 of B�uchi process p may evolve to state p00

when observing trace w for some path � 2 ��n(p
0). Formally, p0

w
=)p p

00 if 9� =
(hpi�1; �i; pii)0<i�k 2 ��n(p): p0 = p0; pk = p00, and trace(�) = w. Moreover,

Ip(p0) =df fa 2 A j 9p00: p0 a
=)p p

00g is the set of initial actions of p in state
p0 2 P . We may also introduce di�erent languages for B�uchi process p.

L�n(p) =df ftrace(�) j� 2 ��n(p)g � A� �nite{trace language of p
Lmax(p) =df ftrace(�) j� 2 �max(p)g � A� maximal{trace language of p
LB(p) =df ftrace(�) j� 2 �B(p)g � A� [A1 B�uchi{trace language of p

A key notion in testing{based semantics is divergence, i.e., a system's ability
to engage in an in�nite internal computation. In this paper, we use adapta-
tions of the traditional notions of DeNicola and Hennessy [8]; more sophisti-
cated de�nitions may be found elsewhere in the literature [3, 21, 23] but are
not considered here. We say that state p0 of B�uchi process p is (B�uchi) di-
vergent, in symbols p0 *p, if 9� 2 �B(p

0): trace(�) = �. State p0 is called
w{divergent for some w = (ai)0<i�k 2 A� [ A1, in symbols p0 *p w, if one
can reach a divergent state starting from p0 when executing a �nite pre�x

of w, i.e., if 9l � k; p00 2 P;w0 2 A�: w0 = (ai)0<i�l; p
0 w0

=) p00, and p00 *p.
For convenience, we write Ldiv(p0) for the divergent{trace language of p0, i.e.,
Ldiv(p0) =df fw 2 A� [A1 j p0 *p wg. State p0 is convergent or w{convergent, in
symbols p0 +p and p0 +p w, if not p0 *p and not p0 *p w, respectively. Note that a
�nite trace w 2 LB(p) indicates that p is divergent exactly after executing w. In
the following, we often omit the indices of the divergence and convergence pred-
icates, as well as of the transition relations, whenever these are obvious from the
context. Finally, we write w �w0 for the concatenation of �nite trace w 2 A� with
the �nite or in�nite trace w0 2 A� [A1.



Testing Theory. The testing framework of DeNicola and Hennessy de�nes
behavioral preorders that relate labeled transition systems with respect to their
responses to tests [8]. Tests are employed to witness the interactions a system
may have with its environment. In our setting, a test is a B�uchi process in
which certain states are designated as successful. In order to determine whether
a system passes a test, one has to examine the �nite and in�nite computations
that result when the test runs in lock{step with the system under consideration.

De�nition 3 (Test, computation, success). A B�uchi test hT;�!;
p
; t; Suci

is a B�uchi process hT;�!;
p
; ti together with a set Suc � T of success states.

If
p

= ;, we call the test classical. The set of all B�uchi tests is denoted by T .

A potential computation c with respect to a B�uchi process p and a B�uchi
test t is a potentially in�nite sequence (hpi�1; ti�1i �i7�!ri hpi; tii)0<i�k, where
k 2 N[ f1g, such that (1) pi 2 P and ti 2 T , for all 0 � i � k, and (2) �i 2
A [ f�g and ri 2 fJ; I; �g, for all 0 < i � k. The relation 7�! is de�ned by:

� hpi�1; ti�1i �i7�!J hpi; tii if �i = �; ti�1 = ti; pi�1

��!p pi; & ti�1 =2 Suc :

� hpi�1; ti�1i �i7�!I hpi; tii if �i = �; pi�1 = pi; ti�1

��!t ti; & ti�1 =2 Suc :

� hpi�1; ti�1i �i7�!� hpi; tii if �i 2 A; pi�1

�i�!p pi; ti�1

�i�!t ti; & ti�1 =2 Suc :

The potential computation c is �nite if jcj <1 and in�nite if jcj =1. The pro-
jection projp(c) of c on p is de�ned as (hpi�1; �i; pii)i2Icp 2 �(p), where Icp =df

f0 < i � k j ri 2 fJ; �gg, and the projection projt(c) of c on t as (hti�1; �i; tii)i2Ict 2
�(p), where Ict =df f0 < i � k j ri 2 fI; �gg. A potential computation c is called
a computation if it satis�es the following properties: (1) c is maximal, i.e.

if jcj < 1 then hpjcj; tjcji 6�7�!r for any � and r; and (2) if jcj = 1 then
projp(c) 2 �B(p). The set of all computations of p and t is denoted by C(p; t).

Computation c is called successful if tjcj 2 Suc, in case jcj < 1, or if
projt(c) 2 �B(t), in case jcj =1. We say that p may pass t, in symbols pmayCL t,
if there exists a successful computation c 2 C(p; t). Analogously, p must pass t,
in symbols pmustCL t, if every computation c 2 C(p; t) is successful.

Intuitively, an in�nite computation of process p and test t di�ers from an in�nite
potential computation in that in the former the process is required to enter a
B�uchi state in�nitely often. An in�nite computation is then successful if the test
also passes through a B�uchi state in�nitely often. Hence, in contrast with the
original theory of DeNicola and Hennessy, some in�nite computations can be
successful in our setting. Also, since B�uchi processes and B�uchi tests potentially
exhibit nondeterministic behavior, one may distinguish between the possibility
and inevitability of success. This is captured in the following de�nitions of the
B�uchi may{ and must{preorders.

De�nition 4 (B�uchi Preorders). For B�uchi processes p and q we de�ne:

� p vmay
CL

q if 8t 2 T : pmayCL t implies qmayCL t.
� p vmust

CL
q if 8t 2 T : pmustCL t implies qmustCL t.



It is easy to check that vmay
CL

and vmust
CL

are preorders. The classical may{ and
must{preorders of DeNicola and Hennessy are de�ned analogously, but with
respect to transition systems and classical tests [8]. Note that in this paper
we consider the B�uchi may{preorder only for the sake of completing the B�uchi
testing theory; it is not used in our semantic framework for heterogeneous system
speci�cation.

3 Alternative Characterizations and Conservativity

We now present characterizations of our B�uchi preorders and use these charac-
terizations as a basis for comparing DeNicola-Hennessy testing theory [8] ours.

Theorem 1. Let p and q be B�uchi processes. Then

1. p vmay
CL

q if and only if L�n(p) � L�n(q) and LB(p) � LB(q).

2. p vmust
CL

q if and only if for all w 2 A� [A1 such that p + w :
(a) q + w

(b) jwj <1: 8q0: q w
=) q0 implies 9p0: p w

=) p0 and Ip(p0) � Iq(q0).
jwj =1: w 2 LB(q) implies w 2 LB(p).

With respect to �nite traces, the characterizations are virtually the same as
the ones of DeNicola and Hennessy's preorders [8]. However, we need to re�ne
the classical characterizations in order to capture the sensitivity of B�uchi may{
and must{testing to in�nite behavior. The proof of this theorem relies on the
properties of several speci�c B�uchi tests. Some of them are standard [8]; the other
ones are depicted in Fig. 1, where (i) w = (ai)0<i�k 2 A� for tests tmay;div

w and
tmust;max
w and (ii) w = (ai)i2N2 A1 for tests tmay;1

w , t+w, and tmust;1
w . In Fig. 1,

B�uchi states are marked by the symbol
p
, and success states are distinguished

by thick borders.
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Fig. 1. B�uchi tests used for characterizing the B�uchi may{ and must{preorders.



Intuitively, while B�uchi test tmay;1
w tests for the presence of B�uchi trace w,

B�uchi tests tmay;div
w and t+w are capable of detecting divergent behavior when

executing trace w. Moreover, B�uchi tests tmust;max
w and tmust;1

w are concerned with
the absence of maximal trace and B�uchi trace w, respectively. These intuitions
are made precise by the following properties, which hold for any B�uchi process p.

1. Let w 2 A1. Then w 2 LB(p) if and only if pmayCL t
may;1
w .

2. Let w 2 A�. Then w 2 LB(p) if and only if pmayCL t
may;div
w .

3. Let w 2 A1. Then p + w if and only if pmustCL t
+
w.

4. Let w 2 A� s.t. p + w. Then w =2 Lmax(p) if and only if pmustCL t
must;max
w .

5. Let w 2 A1 s.t. p + w. Then w =2 LB(p) if and only if pmustCL t
must;1
w .

The proof of Thm. 1, which can be found in [7], relies on these properties of
B�uchi tests. Speci�cally, it uses the in�nite{state tests tmay;1

w , t+w, and tmust;1
w .

The employment of in�nite{state tests | even when relating �nite{state B�uchi
processes | is justi�ed by our view that B�uchi tests represent the arbitrary,
potentially irregular behavior of the unknown system environment.

Using the above characterizations, we investigate the relation of our B�uchi
preorders to the corresponding classical preorders, vmay

DH
and vmust

DH
, respectively,

as de�ned by DeNicola and Hennessy [8]. It should be noted that their framework
is restricted to image{�nite labeled transition systems and classical, image{�nite
tests; a labeled transition system or B�uchi process is called image{�nite if every
state has only a �nite number of outgoing transitions for any action.

Theorem 2. Let p and q be image{�nite labeled transition systems.

1. If p and q are convergent, then p vmay
CL

q if and only if p vmay
DH

q.

2. p vmust
CL

q if and only if p vmust
DH

q.

We refer the reader to [7] for the proof of this theorem. In a nutshell, the
second part follows by inspection of the alternative characterizations of vmust

CL

and vmust
DH

. Thm. 2(1) is invalid if one allows divergent labeled transition systems.
As a counterexample consider the transition systems hfpg; fhp; �; pig; fpg; pi and
hfqg; ;; fqg; qi, as well as the B�uchi test hftg; fht; �; tig; ftg; t; ;i. Then, p vmay

DH
q

since L�n(p) = L�n(q) = f�g, but p 6vmay
CL

q since pmayCL t and q 6mayCL t.

4 B�uchi Testing and Heterogeneous System Design

In this section we investigate the utility of our theory as a semantic framework for
heterogeneous design notations that mix labeled transition systems and formulas
in LTL. The design methodology which we wish to support is component{based,
where a system designer starts o� with a system architecture, with components
given either as automata or, more abstractly, as LTL formulas. Then the system
is re�ned by successively implementing each component as a labeled transition
system satisfying its speci�cation. To support such a methodology mathemat-
ically, one needs a re�nement preorder which satis�es at least two properties.



First, it must be compositional for key operators of such design languages. Sec-
ond, it must be \compatible" with the LTL satisfaction relation. We show that
our B�uchi must{preorder obeys both properties.

B�uchi Testing and Compositionality. In the component{based design frame-
work we wish to study, two operators are central: (i) parallel composition, for
connecting concurrent components and allowing them to interact via system
channels, and (ii) restriction, for restricting access to channels to certain system
components. In the following, we introduce two such operators that allow us to
give the reader hints about the application of the semantic theory developed so
far. While other operators are of course possible, the ones considered here suÆce
for the purposes of the example in the next section.

Our parallel composition operator \j" and the restriction operator nA, where
A � A, are inspired by the ones in the process algebra CCS [19]. We assume that
alphabetA is composed of two sets A! andA?, representing sending and receiving
actions, such that for every a! 2 A! there exists a corresponding a? 2 A?,
and vice versa. Here, a should be interpreted as a channel name. The intuition
for parallel composition in CCS is that a process willing to send a message on
channel a and another one able to receive a message on a can do so by performing
the actions a! and a? in synchrony with each other. This handshake is invisible to
an external observer, i.e., it results in the distinguished, unobservable action � .
When adapting the CCS parallel operator to our framework of B�uchi processes,
the question that naturally arises concerns the interpretation of B�uchi traces.
We adopt the following point of view: intuitively, \fair merges" of B�uchi traces
of p and q should also be B�uchi traces of pjq. Moreover, a B�uchi trace of one
process, when merged with a �nite trace of the other process, should also result
in a B�uchi trace of pjq.

Formally, our parallel composition of B�uchi processes hP;�!p;
p

p; pi and

hQ;�!q;
p

q
; qi is de�ned as the B�uchi process hP jQ;�!pjq ;

p
pjq; pjqi, where

P jQ =df fp0jq0 j p0 2 P; q0 2 Qg [ fq0jp0 j p0 2 P; q0 2 Qg and where �!pjq is the
least relation such that:

(1) p
0 ��!p p

00 implies p
0jq0 ��!pjq q

0jp00 if p
0p

p

(2) p
0 ��!p p

00 implies p
0jq0 ��!pjq p

00jq0 if not p
0p

p

(3) q
0 ��!q q

00 implies p
0jq0 ��!pjq q

00jp0

(4) p
0 a!�!p p

00 and q
0 a?�!q q

00 implies p
0jq0 ��!pjq q

00jp00 if p
0p

p

(5) p
0 a!�!p p

00 and q
0 a?�!q q

00 implies p
0jq0 ��!pjq p

00jq00 if not p
0p

p

(6) p
0 a?�!p p

00 and q
0 a!�!q q

00 implies p
0jq0 ��!pjq q

00jp00 if p
0p

p

(7) p
0 a?�!p p

00 and q
0 a!�!q q

00 implies p
0jq0 ��!pjq p

00jq00 if not p
0p

p

These rules are in accordance with our above{mentioned intuition of system
behavior. The \switching" of the states of p and q in Rules (1), (3), (4), and (6)
allows us to fairly merge \B�uchi traces with B�uchi traces" and \B�uchi traces with
�nite traces" of the argument B�uchi processes. Finally, the B�uchi predicate

p
pjq

is de�ned by p0jq0ppjq if p
0p

p, for any p0 2 P and q0 2 Q. The unary restriction

operator nA, for A � A, essentially is a scoping mechanism on channel names.



Intuitively, p n A is de�ned as the B�uchi process p, except that all transitions
labeled by actions a! and a?, where a 2 A, are eliminated.

By referring to the characterizations of the B�uchi may{ and must{preorders
one can establish the desired compositionality results: the B�uchi may{ and must{
preorders are substitutive under parallel composition and restriction.

B�uchi Must{testing and LTL Satisfaction. We now show that the B�uchi
must{preorder is compatible with the LTL satisfaction relation j=, which relates
labeled transition systems and LTL formulas [22]. By \compatible" we mean
that, for every LTL formula �, there exists a B�uchi process B� such that the
following holds for any labeled transition system p: p j= � if and only if B� vmust

CL

p, i.e., the `implementation' p re�nes the `speci�cation' �.
To achieve this goal, we characterize the B�uchi must{preorder for a certain

class of B�uchi processes by means of trace inclusion. We call a B�uchi process p
purely nondeterministic, if for all p0 2 P : (i) p0

��!p implies p0 6 a�!p, for all a 2 A,
and (ii) jfha; p00i 2 A � P j p0 a�!p p

00gj = 1. Note that a B�uchi process p can be
transformed to a purely nondeterministic B�uchi process p0, such that Ldiv(p) =
Ldiv(p

0), L�n(p) = L�n(p
0), Lmax(p) = Lmax(p

0), and LB(p) = LB(p
0), by splitting

every transition p0
a�!p p

00 into two transitions p0
��!p php0;a;p00i

a�!p p
00, where

php0;a;p00i =2 P is a new, distinguished state.

Theorem 3. Let p and q be B�uchi processes and p be purely nondeterministic.
Then, p vmust

CL
q if and only if (i) Ldiv(q) � Ldiv(p), (ii) L�n(q)nLdiv(p) � L�n(p),

(iii) Lmax(q) n Ldiv(p) � Lmax(p), and (iv) LB(q) n Ldiv(p) � LB(p).

The necessity of the premise of this theorem, whose proof is in [7], may be
demonstrated by B�uchi processes p =df hfp1; p2g; fhp1; a; p1i; hp1; b; p2ig; ;; p1i
and q =df hfq1; q2g; fhq1; b; q2ig; ;; q1i. Then p is not purely nondeterministic and
Inclusions (i){(iv) obviously hold, but p 6vmust

CL
q since pmustCL t and q 6mustCL t,

for the B�uchi test t =df hft1; t2g; fht1; a; t2ig; ;; t1; ft2gi.
The above theorem is the key for establishing the desired connection between

the B�uchi must{preorder vmust
CL

and the satisfaction relation j= for LTL. In partic-
ular, well{known constructions | starting with the seminal work of Vardi and
Wolper [27] | exist for converting LTL formulas into B�uchi automata whose
languages consist precisely of the models of the corresponding formulas. These
constructions may be adapted to yield purely nondeterministic B�uchi processes.
However, there are a few subtleties of our setting compared to the traditional
one on which we need to comment. First of all, our framework is concerned with
labeled transition systems, so we must be able to interpret LTL formulas with
respect to sequences of actions rather than states. Also, our framework is not
only concerned with B�uchi traces but also with �nite traces (i.e., deadlocks) and
divergent traces. The syntax and semantics of LTL may be modi�ed to cope with
these new phenomena; the details are not diÆcult and are omitted. The classical
constructions of B�uchi automata from LTL formulas may then be adapted to
cope with the modi�cations to the logic. Whereas the adaptation for deadlock is
well{known [17], the handling of divergence requires some attention. Intuitively,



in a B�uchi process a divergent state may engage in arbitrary behavior; this is
reected in its divergence language, which is A�[A1 (cf. Sec. 2). The only LTL
formulas satis�ed by arbitrary behavior are tautologies. Hence, in the B�uchi pro-
cess construction for LTL formulas, every state which corresponds to a tautology
needs to be made divergent. Having these twists in mind, one may obtain the
following variant of the key theorem for automata{based LTL model checking
(cf. [27]), where B̂� denotes the B�uchi process constructed for LTL formula �.

Theorem 4. Let p be a labeled transition system and � be an LTL formula.
Then, p j= � if and only if Inclusions (i){(iv) in Thm. 3 hold for B̂� and p

(i.e., replace p in Inclusions (i){(iv) by B̂� and q by p).

Note that the \=)"{direction of Thm. 4 is invalid if p is allowed to be an arbi-
trary B�uchi process rather than a labeled transition system. As a counterexample
consider p =df hfp1; p2; p3g; fhp1; a; p2i; hp1; b; p3i; hp3; b; p3ig; ;; p1i and � =df a.
Then p j= a as b1 =2 LB(p) and b 2 L�n(p)nLdiv(B̂�). But obviously b =2 L�n(B̂�).

When transforming B̂� to a purely nondeterministic B�uchi process B� as out-
lined above, we may combine Thms. 3 and 4 to obtain our desired result.

Corollary 1 (B�uchi must{testing and LTL). Let p be a labeled transition
system and � be an LTL formula. Then, p j= � if and only if B� vmust

CL
p.

Hence, our notion of B�uchi must{testing not only extends DeNicola and Hen-
nessy's [8] and Narayan Kumar et al.'s [20] must{preorders to (arbitrary) B�uchi
processes, but is also compatible with the LTL satisfaction relation.

5 Example

As an example for the utility of our theory for heterogeneous system design,
consider the design of a very simple communications protocol given in Fig. 2.

recv!get?
gack

pack!G

put

send

pack

get!

get

X(put!     (put! U gack?))

pack?

( send?

)

recv

pack? put?

put?

gack!

Sender Medium Receiver

Fig. 2. A simple communications protocol.

The architecture of the protocol has already been �xed by the system designer
and consists of a sender Sender, a medium Medium, and a receiver Receiver.
The components communicatewith the protocol's environment and among them-
selves via channels. In case of component Sender, these are the channels send,



put, and gack (get acknowledgment). Each component in turn has its own speci-
�cation. Receiver and Medium are given as labeled transition systems, reecting
the fact that their designs are relatively advanced. Sender, in contrast, is speci-
�ed as an LTL formula stating that whenever a send? action occurs during an
execution sequence of the sender, the remainder of the execution must begin
with a sequence of put! actions followed by a gack? action. Finally, the overall
speci�cation of the protocol's required behavior may be given by the LTL for-
mula Spec =df G (send? ! (F recv!)) . This formula dictates that in any
sequence of actions which the system performs, whenever a send? action occurs,
a recv! action eventually follows. An obvious question that a designer would
be interested in is whether the speci�cation of the sender is \strong enough"
to ensure that the protocol satis�es Spec. The theory developed in this paper
provides the semantic framework for answering this question. To do so, we �rst
construct the purely nondeterministic B�uchi process BSpec for LTL formula Spec,
as well as B�uchi process BSender for LTL formula �sender . Next we assemble the
overall system by employing our parallel composition and restriction operators.

System =df (BSender j Medium j Receiver) n fput; get; pack; gackg
Finally, we determine whether or not BSpec vmust

CL
System; this indeed holds.

The development of an eÆcient algorithm for automatically determining
whether two B�uchi processes are related by vmust

CL
is future work. However, the

alternative characterization of vmust
CL

(cf. Thm. 1) already provides some hints
about how this can be done. Due to the compositionality of the B�uchi must{
preorder, our positive answer is preserved when replacing BSender

gack?

send? put!

gack

put

send
with any B�uchi process p such that BSender vmust

CL
p.

If p is a labeled transition system and BSender is
made purely nondeterministic, then BSender vmust

CL
p

holds exactly when p j= �Sender , according to Cor. 1.
One such p is depicted to the right.

6 Related Work

Starting with the same motivation we did, Abadi and Lamport have developed
ideas for heterogeneous speci�cation for shared{memory systems [1]. Their tech-
nical setting is the logical framework of TLA [15], in which processes and tem-
poral formulas are indistinguishable and logical implication serves as the re�ne-
ment relation. TLA re�nement coincides in some sense with trace inclusion in
our testing scenario and is therefore insensitive to deadlock and divergence. Such
issues are not of concern in the shared{memory world but must be dealt with
in our setting, which is targeted towards specifying distributed systems in which
components can interact directly, rather than indirectly via the shared memory.

Of direct relevance to this paper is the work of Kurshan [14], who devel-
oped a theory of !{word automata that includes notions of synchronous and
asynchronous composition. However, his underlying semantic model maps pro-
cesses to their maximal (in�nite) traces, and the associated notion of re�nement



is (reverse) trace inclusion. In theories of concurrency such as CCS [19] and
CSP [4], in which deadlock is possible, maximal trace inclusion is not compo-
sitional [18]. In contrast, our must{preorder is compositional, at least for the
operators presented here. Other work [6, 10, 13] investigated modular and com-
positional model{checking in similar non{deadlock environments.

Relatively more work has been devoted to analyzing relationships between re-
�nement and logical approaches. One line of study relates temporal{logic speci�-
cations to re�nement{based ones by establishing that one system re�nes another
if and only if both satisfy the same properties. Results along these lines were
pioneered by Hennessy and Milner [11] for bisimulation equivalence and a modal
logic of their devising [19]. Similar ideas were also adapted regarding other be-
havioral equivalences and preorders and other temporal logics [9, 19, 25]. Con-
gruences preserving \next-time{less" LTL have been studied by Kaivola and
Valmari in [12]; the results have subsequently been extended to handle dead-
lock [26] and livelock [23]. Our work di�ers from theirs in that we want to have
LTL formulas embedded in speci�cations.

Another line of research involves the encoding of labeled transition systems
as logical formulas, and vice versa. Ste�en and Ing�olfsd�ottir [24] de�ned an algo-
rithm for converting �nite{state labeled transition systems into formulas in the
mu{calculus, while Larsen [16] demonstrated that certain mu{calculus formulas
can be encoded as bisimulation{based implicit speci�cations. Finally, traditional
testing has also been enriched with notions of fairness [3, 21] in order to con-
strain in�nite computations in labeled transition systems.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We conservatively extended the testing theories of DeNicola and Hennessy [8]
and Narayan Kumar et al. [20] to B�uchi processes. We then studied the de-
rived B�uchi may{ and must{preorders, developed alternative characterizations
for them, argued that the preorders are substitutive for several operators nec-
essary for component{based system design, and showed that the B�uchi must{
preorder degrades to a variant of reverse trace inclusion when its �rst argument
is purely nondeterministic. Using the latter result, we illustrated that B�uchi
must{testing provides a uniform basis for analyzing heterogeneous system de-
signs given as a mixture of labeled transition systems and LTL formulas.

Regarding future work, we plan to develop speci�cation languages mixing
process algebras and LTL, which are given a semantics in terms of B�uchi testing.
We also intend to explore algorithms for computing our B�uchi must{preorder.
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